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Abstract 

A system design optimization and economic feasibility of a solar PV system for self-consumption is studied using 

long-term system performance simulation. The electric heater is used to replace part of battery storage to reduce the 

cost. Three parameters, RpL, Rhb , tbp , are derived to correlate the long-term system performance. It is found that there 

is an optimal design and the solar PV system is economical if it was used to replace partial demand which is paid at 

higher grid electricity price. This is the partial grid-parity. 
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1. Introduction 

Solar PV system for self-consumption with energy storage should be used if solar penetration is high. The installation 

of conventional grid-tied solar PV systems requires approval from the grid authority. The cost of approval application 

becomes relatively high for small solar home systems.  

Hsu et al (2016) developed a so-called “hybrid solar PV system (HyPV)” which is a distributed energy system for 

self-consumption. HyPV operates in stand-alone PV mode or grid mode automatically according to the weather and 

battery conditions, as shown in Fig. 1. HyPV uses switching technique. It operates in either solar or grid mode. No 

excess solar power is fed into grid. The installation of HyPV dos not requires approval of grid authority. Since no 

solar PV power is fed into the grid, the system match between the load pattern and the storage capacity needs to be 

optimized in order to avoid PV generation loss. To reduce the system cost, an electric water heater is installed to 

replace part of battery storage (Huang et al, 2017). In this paper, a system design optimization is carried out and 

economic feasibility is studied through long-term system simulation.   

 

Fig. 1: Hybrid solar PV system (HyPV). 

2. System simulation 

The long-term system simulation is carried out using the performance model of HyPV and meteorological data. The 

long-term simulation is performed with different system design parameter and load pattern.  

The incident solar radiation (IT) is absorbed and converted into electricity Ppv which drives the load (PL) and charges 

the battery (Pbat), as shown in Fig. 2. The energy balance equation, eqn (1), is derived (Hsu et al, 2016). 

          (1) 
Lpvbat PPP 
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The battery will be cut off and the PV power generation approximates the load power, if it is fully charged.  That is, 

there are two operating states in PV power generation as described in eqn(2).  

           (2) 

 

 

Where Ebat is the energy storage level (i.e. state of charge SOC).   

 

Fig. 2: Schematic of system energy balance of HyPV in PV mode. 

 

3. System design analysis 

3.1. System design parameters 

The long-term system simulation for different design parameters is carried out using the local meteorological data. 

Four load patterns are used in the present study: Load Pattern A (100% energy used in daytime), Load Pattern B 

(75%), Load Pattern C (50%), and Load Pattern D (25%). Total PV energy generation over 20 years was calculated. 

The total investment cost includes initial and maintenance costs (Li battery replacement). Three parameters are 

defined, eqn(3), to correlate the long-term system performance.   

 

  (3) 

RpL is defined as the ratio of maximum PV power generation to maximum load; Rhb is the ratio of thermal storage to 

battery storage; tbp is the charge time for solar PV to fully charge the battery.  

3.2. Performance simulation results 

Fig.3 is the variation of PV generation cost with RpL. It shows that there is an optimal design for PV generation cost. 

Fig.4 is the variation of PV generation cost with Rhb. An optimal design for PV generation cost can be found. The 

optimal ratio of thermal to battery storage capacity Rhb is 1~4, depending on the battery size 

 

Fig. 3: Variation of PV generation cost with RpL. 
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Fig. 4: Variation of PV generation cost with Rhb 

3.3 PV energy generation cost 

The PV generation cost is compared with the grid electricity price as shown in Fig.5. The categorized grid electricity 

price in Taiwan is in staircase structure.  

 

Fig. 5: Categorized grid electricity price. (1 USD=31.5 TWD)  

Tab.2 shows the optimal design for four load patterns in three cities of Taiwan. The PV energy production cost is 

among 4.66-7.24 TWD/kWh (1 USD=31.5TWD). For the electricity bill paid in Category 3 or 4, solar PV 

replacement is economical. That is, solar PV is economical if it was used to replace partial demand which is paid at 

higher grid electricity price. This is the partial grid-parity should be arranged to the left, with characters similar to 

that of the body text and should be numbered.  

Tab. 2: Optimal design and economic feasibility. 
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4. Conclusion  

Solar PV system for self-consumption with energy storage should be used if solar penetration is high. The 

conventional grid-tied solar PV systems is not suitable for small solar home system since it requires high approval 

cost from the grid authority.  The installation of HyPV dos not require approval of grid authority. 

A system design optimization and economic feasibility of a solar PV system for self-consumption is studied using 

long-term system performance simulation. The electric heater is used to replace part of battery storage to reduce the 

cost. Three parameters, RpL, Rhb , tbp , are derived to correlate the long-term system performance. It is found that there 

is an optimal design and the solar PV system is economical if it was used to replace partial demand which is paid at 

higher grid electricity price. This is the partial grid-parity. 
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